
PHOKEETHRA GROUP

Sofitel around the world make it a point of honour to promote art and 

culture, particularly inspiring local talent, and the Sofitel Phnom Penh 

Phokeethra is no exception. 

Over the past years, the Phokeethra Group has been actively 

participating in the Phnom Penh art scene through regular exhibitions 

within the hotel.

 

Phokeethra Group aims at expressing its active investment and 

commitment to nurture the arts in Cambodia.
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One of her most powerful experience that inspired the art she’s 

doing nowadays was once she had a chance to the experiment of 

land-mine clearing. After all, she found out that the war should be 

ended and shedding blood was evil-act that could not be tolerated. 

Now she feels so blessed to be able to share with the world about 

war and what it looks like as well as its impact on civilization. She 

has turned to animals and nature for inspiration-seeking in order to 

share messages through to them.

All artworks are available for purchase and can be shipped to your home country. Please see 
our Ambassadors for more details.

FLY NO FEAR
BY CHHAN DINA

As a kid growing up with traumatize from war and landmines, Chhan 

Dina began to develop a unique obsession with her childhood 

experience which also inspired her arts in forms of painting and 

sculpture. At around 12-13 years old, she met a teacher named Ron 

who offered to teach her art & drawing before getting her parents’ 

consents. She spent approximately 6-7 years before getting 

certificate and recognition from the teacher. 

Dina then got an opportunity to host her very first exhibition 

at Java café which came to surprise that the majority of her 

artworks were sold. It inspired her more to pursue this passion and 

commitment in art. As time passed, Chhan Dina got even more 

recognition and started working for an NGO as a counselor for 

children’s right victim. She consulted them about how they felt and 

what their feelings were, so she could express them rather through 

art. After years and dedication of hard work, Dina’s masterpiece 

was recognized and shortlisted by UNDP to be exhibited in the 

United States. 
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